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May 7, 1992
NRC-92-0054

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Reference: Fermi 2
NRC Docket No. 50-341
NRC License No. NPF-43

Subject: Lt.censee Event Report (LER) No. 92-003

Please find enclosed LER No. 92-003, dated May 7, 1992, for a
reportable event that occurred on April 7,1992. A copy of
this LER is also being sent to the Regional Administrator,
USNRC Region III.

If you have any questions, please contact James H. Joy,
Senior Compliance Engineer, at (313) 586-1617.

Sincerely,
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h($66ltQ
Enclosure: NRC Forms 366, 366A

cc: T. G. Colburn
A. B. Davis
H. P. Phillips
S. Stasek
P. L. Torpey

Wayne County Emergency
Management Division
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"'''''' Technical Specif ication Required Shutdown - Stuck Open Drywell to Torus
Vacuum Breaker
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On April 7,1992, at 1105 hours, during performance of a routine
surveillance on drywell and supprtssion chamber vacuum breaker
operability, a vacuum breaker dia not close af ter being opened. A
controlle's shutdown of the plant was completed in accordance with the
applicable Technical Specification Action Statement.

The root cause of the failure of the vacuum breaker to close was that
the actuator, which is used for surveillance testing only, bound up
with the actuator cylinder in the open position. The binding resulted
from an undersized piston in the vacuum breaker actuator cylinder.
1he undersizing and weight of the piston in combination with side
loading of the piston caused the pistM rod to tilt and bind against
the actuator cylinder bushing which prevented completion of the piston
stroke.

The actuator cylinder was replaced and successfully stroke tested.
All other vacuum breaker test actuators were visually examined and
found in their normal fully retracted position, not interfering with
vacuum breaker seating. During the Third Refueling Outage, all twelve
vacuum breakers will be stroke tested and visually observed to verify
smooth operation. New vacuum breaker actuators received henceforth
and actuators currently in the warehouse will be bench tested. A
potential design change will be evaluated to aodify the vacuum breaker
actuator to reduce the effects of side loading, experienced during
routine surveillance testing, on piston operation. The vacuum breaker
actuator cylinder aanufacturer will be contacted to determine the
circumstances which led to Detroit Edison receipt of a cylinder with

.the incorrectly sized piston. I
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Initial Plant Conditions:

Operational Condition: 1 (Power Operation)
Reactor Power: 100 Percent
Reactor Pressure: 1005 psig
Reactor Temperature: 538 degrees Fahrenheit

Description of Event:

On April 7,1992, at 1105 hours, during the performance of routino
surveillance 24.402.01, Drywell and Suppression Chamber (NH) Vacuum
Breaker (VACB) Valve Operability Test, vacuum breaker 723-F400K did
not close after being opened with nitrogen (through a three-way
solenoid valve (PSV)) to the permanently installed vacuum breaker test
actuator. This surveillance activity was being performed in
accordance with Fermi 2 Technical Specification (T.S.) 4.6.4.1.b.2,
which demonstrates operability of these vacuum breakers and states ''At
least once per 31 days by verifying both position indicators OPERABLE
by observing expected valve movement during the cycling test." This
test is performed by opening the vaccum breakers utilizing pneumatic
actuators utilized solely for this surveillance. During normal
operation, the actuator cylinder picton rod is fully retracted and
does not impede the function of the vacuum breaker. The Drywell to
Suppression Chamber Vacuum Breakers each have three position
indicators (ZI); one which illuminates to indicate when the valve is
open (circuit is non-safety grade) and two separate indicators knich
illuminate to indicate when the valve is closed (circuit is safety
grade). The T.S. surveillance activity noted above also verifles the
operability of the two closed position indicators.

During the performance of the surveillance after successfully testing
the first nine vacuum breakers, the test for vacuum breaker
'K' commenced. Nitrogen was supplied through the permanently installed
test line to the associated three-way solenoid valve to trigger the
valve actuator and open the vacuum breaker per procedure. This action
successfully opened T23-r400K. Subsequently, in accordance with the
procedure, actions taken to close T23-F400K were unsuccessful and the

,

vacuum breaker indicated open. .Several attempts were_made to cycle
the three-way solenoid valve (by deenergizing the power supply) in an
effort to close the vacuum breaker. However, T23-F400K continued to
indicate open with both close indications off and the open indication
on, as would be expected for an open valve.
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Per Technical Specification (TS) 3 6.4.1, Action Statement (AS) b., a |Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO), 92-0084, was entered at 1105
hours. Also, a Deviation Event Report (DER) was written by on shift
personnel in accordance with the Fermi 2 corrective action program.

The AS requires that "With one or more suppression chamber - drywell
vacuum breakers open, close the open vacuum breaker (s) within two
hours or be in at least HOT SHUTDOW within the next 12 hours and in
COLD SINTDOW within the following 24 hours." Repeated attempts to
cycle the valve closed were unsuccessful.

At 1305 hours, in accordance with the AS, the 2 hour allowable
out-of-service time expired and the 12 hour to hot shutdown action was
entered. To confirm that T23-F400K was actually open (i.e. not an
indication only condition), a test was performed in which drywell and
torus pressures were observed to decrease simultaneously while venting
from the torus. Following this test, plant shutdown plans were
finalized. At 1704 hours, with T23-F400K still open, a controlled
plant shutdown was commenced per TS, and an UNUSUAL EVENT was declared
in accordance with the Fermi 2 Emergency Plan.

Efforts to close T23-F400K during the shutdown were not successful.
The orderly plant shutdown to HOT SHUTDOW conditions was completed at
0102 hours on April 8, 1992, when the Reactor Mode Switch was placed
in the " Shutdown" position. At 1313 hours on April 8, 1992, when the
plant achieved the COLD SHUTDOW condition, the UNUSUAL EVENT was
terminated and the LCO was exited. There was no abnormal plant or
equipment behavior observed during the plant shutdown.

,

' Subsequent to the plant shutdown, during torus entry inspections,
723-F400K was found with the valve test actuator cylinder fully
extended and the the valve in the test full open position. It

appeared bound and unable-to close under its own force (spring to
close). The nitrogen supply was 6 sconnected to verify it was not
being held open by pneumatic pressure and the actuator did not move.
The valve seat was manually lifted slightly and the actuator cylinder
piston retracted after a short delay. However, it was noted that it
did not smoothly retract. The vacuum breaker was then stroked once
successfully both open and closed and then once again with failure to
close. The vacuum breaker actuator cylinder was replaced. Following
replacement, the vacuum breaker stroked successfully in a smooth
fashion.
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Cause of Event:

The root causo eT the failure of vacuur breaker T23-F400K to close was
that the actuatcr, which is used for surveillance testing only, bound
up with the actuator cylinder piston rod extended in the open
position. Following its replacement, the failed actuator cylinder for
723-F400K was disassembled and inspected to determine the reason for
the binding. Lubrication, bushings, seals and spring and piston
parameters were checked against manufacturer tolerances. Detroit
Edison believes that the binding resulted from an undersized piston in
the vacuum breaker actuator. This undersizing created a larger than
normal clearance between the piston head and the inside wall of the
actuator cylinder. The weight of the piston head in crmbination with
piston rod side loading, normally experienced during surveillaxe
testing, altered the travel plane of the piston rod by tilting the rod
and causing it to bind against the actuator cylinder bushing,
preventing completien of the piston stroke.

The vacuum breaker test actuators are installed for surveillance
purposes only and serve no safety function. Thus, the actuators and
replacement parts for the actuators are not procurred as safety
related material with vendor quality assurance requirements.
Nevertheless, Detroit Edison is working with the vacuum breaker
supplier and sub-supplier to determine the circumstances which allowed
an actuator operating cylinder with the undersized piston head to be
supplied to Fermi 2.

Detroit Edison does not believe the cause of the T23-F400K test
actuator failure to be common to the other eleven like vacuum breaker
test actuators. The actuator cylinder for T23-F400K was recently
installed (Hay of 1991) and had been surveillance tested twelve times
since installation. Ten of the remaining eleven vacuum breakers were
installed as original equipment during plant construction. The
remaining one actuator (T23-F400F) was installed in April of 1988.

These vacuum breaker test actuators are tested monthly during normal
operation and the failure of T23-F400K actuator to retract during this
event is the first at Fermi 2. In addition, two of these actuators
were stroked and observed to retract smoothly auring initial entry
into the torus to inspect T23-F400K.
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Analysis of Event:

The safety function of the drywell to torus vacuum breakers is to work
in conjanction with reactor building to torus vacuum breakers to limit
the external pressure differential on primary containment. This is

i

accomplished by opening a path between the drywell and torus to
relieve any negative pressure in the drywell (reactor building to
torus vacuum breakers open to relieve negative pressure in the
torus). During normal operation, the drywell to torus vacuum breakers
are closed. They must remain closed to ensure proper function of the
pressure suppression design for the Fermi 2 Hark I containment.

At the time of the event, plant personnel were unable to determine the
size of the bypass flow path between the drywell and torus due to the
open vacuum breaker. UFSAR,Section6.E.139,statesthemaxigumallowable leakage area between the drywell and torus is 0.25 ft for
the limiting Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) break sizo. Subsequent
to the plant shutdown, a visual inspection determined that the vacuum
breaker was open and the resulting potential bypass leakage area was
calculated to have exceeded the limiting allowable leakage area. With
the vacuum breaker in the open position, a flow path was established
that would have allowed unacceptable steam bypassing of the
suppression pool in the unlikely event the limiting size LOCA occurred
prior to shutting the plant down.

After a LOCA blowdown, the vacuum breaker function is to open to
control tha differential pressure t'etween the drywell and torus.
Since the (23-F400K vacuum breaker was already open, and the other
eleven vacuum breakers were fully cperable, this safety function would
not have been affected.

A controlled shutdown of the plant was completed in accordance with
Technical Specification requirements. No other engineered safety
features were affected by this event and therefore, they were
available to fulfill their safety function, as required. Thus, there
was no impact on the safety of plant personnel or the health and
safety of the public.

Corrective Actions:

The actuator cylinder for vacuum breaker T23-F400K was replaced.
T23-F400K was then successfully stroke tested.

8vRC Form 366A 16491
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All 12 vacuum breaker actuators were visually examined and, other than
T23-F400K, the actuator cylinders were found fully retracted. The
actuators on two other vacuum breakers were manually stroked. One of
these actuators was also cycled with nitrogen. In these three test
cases, smooth operation of the actuators was observed.

New actuators cylinders received will be bench tested during receipt
inspection. Stroke testing with visual observation to ensure smooth
operation will be performed following future vacuum breaker actuator
cylinder replacement. Actuator cylinders currently in the wr.rehouse
will be bench tested. This is expected to be completed by August 28,
1992.

The circumstances surrounding Detroit Edison being supplied a vacuum
breaker actuator cylinder with the incorrectly sized piston head will
be discussed with the vacuum breaker actuator supplier.

As discussed earlier, Detroit Edison does not anticipate additional
failures of installed vacuum breaker actuators due to an undersized
actuator piston. Nevertheless, the following actions will be taken:

o During the Third Refueling Outage, all twelve vacuum breakers will
be stroke tested and visually observed. Any actuator that does
not stroke smoothly will be evaluated to determine cause and for
replacement.

o A potential design chenge will be evaluated to determine if the
vacuum breaker actuators should be modified to reduce the effects
of side loading on the piston / cylinder operation. This is
expected to be completed by May 31, 1992.

Previous Similar Events:

There were no previous events regarding vacuum breaker failure in the
open position at Fermi 2.

Failed Component Data:

The non-safety related tast actuator which failed during this event
was supplied by L&J Technologies (formerly GPE Controls), model
LD-240-10.

The model number for the actuator cylinder which failed is
LB-240-1040. (This part is supplied to L&J Technologies by the
manufacturer, Parker Cylinder Division (Part number C2ALUS34)).
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